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Abstract The reaction force and the electronic flux, first
proposed by Toro-Labbé et al. (J Phys Chem A 103:4398,
1999) have been expressed by the existing conceptual DFT
apparatus. The critical points (extremes) of the chemical
potential, global hardness and softness have been identified
by means of the existing and computable energy derivatives:
the Hellman-Feynman force, nuclear reactivity and nuclear
stiffness. Specific role of atoms at the reaction center has
been unveiled by indicating an alternative method of calcu-
lation of the reaction force and the reaction electronic flux.
The electron dipole polarizability on the IRC has been
analyzed for the model reaction HF + CO→HCOF. The
electron polarizability determined on the IRC αe(ξ) was
found to be reasonably parallel to the global softness curve
S(ξ). The softest state on the IRC (not TS) coincides with
zero electronic flux.

Keywords Electron dipole polarizability . Mode softening
index . Nuclear reactivity . Nuclear stiffness . Reaction
electronic flux . Reaction force . Softest state

Introduction

Toro-Labbé and coworkers have presented a fresh and inter-
esting concept by demonstrating how the specific derivatives

computed on the IRC change with evolution of the reaction
[1–5]:

Reaction force : Fx ¼ � dE
dx ð1Þ

Reaction electronic flux : J x / dμ
dx ; ð2Þ

E stands for the electronic energy of the system, μ = (∂E/
∂N)υ is the chemical potential of electrons and ξ is the
progress of the reaction on the IRC. Other authors studied
the reaction profiles for the global hardness: η = (∂2E/∂N2)υ.
Torrent-Sucarrat et al. [6] first found the non-symmetric
stationary points for the hardness profiles in simple reac-
tions; the same group also studied the hardness modification
through the molecular distortions along vibrational modes
of polycyclic hydrocarbons [7]. The hardness stationary
points discovered were less sensitive to the calculation tech-
nique than those for the energy profile. Ordon and
Tachibana presented an analysis for the profile of the mo-
lecular stiffness on the reaction path [8]: Gξ = dη/dξ. These
authors also presented an effort to determine the electronic
flux between the regions in the reacting entity [9].

The conceptual density functional theory has developed a
variety of concepts [10] to characterize the electronic sys-
tems by taking the energy as a function of a number of
electrons N and as a functional of the external potential [11]
υ(r). The role of the specific external potential from the
nuclei of a chemical entity has been analyzed by Ordon
and Komorowski [12]. The authors analyzed the variety of
energy derivatives over the nuclear displacement (Ri) [13,
14]. Since the IRC analysis [15] operates with the variations
of the atomic positions, the appropriate derivatives of the
electronic energy over Ri provide an equivalent description
to the successfully used descriptors: Fξ, Jξ, Eqs. 1 and 2. The
goal of this present work is to apply existing conceptual
DFT apparatus to show an alternative formulation of Fξ, Jξ
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and their characteristic points on the IRC. An effort is made to
escape the tyranny of the finite difference approximation,
inevitable in any calculations involving ionization energy (I)
and electron affinicty (A), thus also the chemical potential
μ=½(I + A) and global hardness, η=(I-A). Specifically, the
relation between the global softness (S=η−1) and the electron-
ic dipole polarizability changes on the IRC have been studied
computationally for the model reaction [8] HF+CO→HCOF.

The method

Theoretical background

For the purpose of the reaction path analysis, the unique IRC
coordinate is specified as ξ . Assuming the supermolecule
approach to whatever reactant configuration may be, the
DFT operational regime is N = const, i.e., the closed system
or canonical ensemble approach. The electronic energy E(ξ),
chemical potential, global hardness and global softness will
vary with the reaction progress as a result of variable nuclear
positions. To simplify the formalism, the concise notation
for the derivatives is used throughout: μ = E(N), η = E(NN),
etc. The reaction force becomes [16, 17]:

Fx ¼ �
X
i

@E

@Ri
� dRi

dx
¼
X
i

Fi � dRi

dx
: ð3Þ

Here Fi stands for the Hellman-Feynman force acting on ith
nucleus, the summation may be limited to atoms relevant for

the reaction dRi
dx 6¼ 0

� �
. By the same token, the derivative of

the chemical potential provides an alternative formulation
for the electronic flux (Eq. 2):

Jx ¼ dμ
dx

¼ � dFx

dN
¼ �

X
i

dFi

dN
� dRi

dx
¼
X
i

Φi � dRi

dx
: ð4Þ

The derivative d/dN is taken at constant external poten-
tial, hence at Ri = const; the symbol Φi = -E(RN) has been
used for the nuclear reactivity index [12]. At the finite
difference approximation this index is calculated from the
Hellman-Feynman forces in respective ions:

Φi ¼ �1
2 Fþ

i
� F�

i

� �
: ð5Þ

Hence:

Jx ¼ � 1

2
Fx

þ � Fx
�� � ð6Þ

Fþ
x ;F

�
x are reaction forces calculated for the ionized forms of

the molecule. Equations 4 and 6 provide the electronic flux
value identical to the original definition (Eq. 1) within the

finite difference approximation only if the summation extends
to all atoms in the system (see Discussion and conclusions).

The derivative of hardness and softness is calculated by
exploring the nuclear stiffness index [12] Gi = E(RNN):

Gi ¼ 1

2
Fþ
i þ F�

i

� �� Fi ð7Þ

dη
dx

¼ � d2Fx

dN 2
¼ �

X
i

d2Fi

dN 2
� dRi

dx
¼ �

X
i

Gi � dRi

dx
: ð8Þ

Using identities provided by Ordon [17], the derivative of
global softness S becomes:

dS

dx
¼ �S2

X
i

Gi � dRi

dx
: ð9Þ

The electronic dipole polarizability is by definition the

second energy derivative over the external field ε: ae ¼ d2E
d"2 .

Vela and Gazques [18] first demonstrated a linear relationship
between αe and the global softness of a system. Its variation
on the IRC has not yet been the subject of an analysis.

Critical points on the IRC

The reaction force extreme is found through the derivative:

dFx

dx
¼
X
i

@Fx

@Ri
� dRi

dx
¼
X
i

@

@Ri

X
j

Fj � dRj

dx

 !
� dRi

dx

¼
X
i;j

@Fj

@Ri
� dRj

dx
� dRi

dx
ð10Þ

@
@Ri

dRj

dx ¼ @dij
@x ¼ 0 since Rj are independent variables. The

derivative @Fj

@Ri
¼ kij ¼ E RRð Þ is an element of the force con-

stants matrix [16] and Eq. 10 becomes identical to the reaction
force constant, as discussed by other authors [19, 20]:

dFx

dx
¼
X
i;j

kij
dRj

dx
dRi

dx
¼ kx: ð11Þ

The conditions for the extreme reaction force is then kξ=0, as
expected.

The critical points for the electronic flux (Eq. 1) result
formally by taking a derivative of Eq. 4:

dJx
dx

¼
X
i;j

λij xð Þ � dRj

dx
� dRi

dx
¼ 1

2
kþx � k�x
h i

: ð12Þ

kþx ; k
�
x are reaction force constants calculated for the ionized

species, respectively, lij stands for the component of the
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mode softening index introduced in earlier works from this
laboratory: [8, 21]

λij ¼ @Φj

@Ri
¼ @kij

@N
ffi 1

2
kþij � k�ij
h i

: ð13Þ

The critical points on the electronic flux profile are
determined by the dependence of the reaction force
constants on the number of electrons kξ(N). The extreme
hardness and softness appear at the same point on the
IRC (Eqs. 8 and 9) [12]:

dη

dx
¼ Fx � 1

2
Fþ
x þ F�

x

� �
¼ 0: ð14Þ

The critical points for the reaction force Fξ (Eq. 10),
electronic flux Jξ (Eq. 12) and hardness/softness appear to
be determined independently, by different factors.

Electron dipole polarizability

The extreme of the electronic part of the dipole polar-
izability (Ri = const) is found by definition from the
derivative:

dα
e

dx
¼ d

dx
d2E

deee2
¼ d2Fx

deee2
¼ d2

deee2
X
i

Fi � dRi

dx

¼
X
i

d2Fi

deee2
� dRi

dx
: ð15Þ

The derivative of force may be expressed using the
Hellman-Feynman force at ith nucleus:

Fi ¼ Fn�n
i

þ
Z

ρ rð Þ � eeei rð Þdr where eeei rð Þ ¼ � Zi Ri � rð Þ
Ri � rj j3 :

ð16Þ

Hence:

dFi

deee
¼
Z
aa rð Þeeei rð Þdr ð17Þ

and

daa
e

dx
¼
X
i

dRi

dx
�
Z

bbbe rð Þeei rð Þdr: ð18Þ

The local polarization vector aa(r) has been introduced by
Komorowski et al. [22, 23] as a tool to express the polari-
zation justified Fukui functions; bbe(r) is computable local

electronic hyperpolarizability tensor. The formal result
(Eq. 18) indicates, that the meaningful contributions to the
derivative of the electronic dipole polarizability on the IRC
that determines the polarizability extreme are due to atoms

relevant for the reaction progress only dRi
dx 6¼ 0

� �
. The same

is evident in dη
dx and dS

dx derivatives, Eqs. 8 and 9.

Calculations and results

The reaction selected for this study has been already been
studied [8]:

HFþ CO ! HCOF:

Its IRC energy profile has been reproduced by the stan-
dard IRC procedure at the MP2 level using the 6-311++
G(3df,3pd) basis set and the Gaussian 09 code [24]. Ioniza-
tion energy (I) and electron affinity (A) were calculated for
the geometry determined in each point on the reaction path.

Fig. 1 Reaction electronic flux Jξ calculated from the definition (Eq. 1).
The arrangement of atoms is shown at the characteristic reaction points

Fig. 2 Variation of the electron dipole polarizability aeð Þ and global
softness calculated in two approximations: (I-A)−1 and (εL-εH)

−1. Po-
sition of the maximum has been marked on each curve
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The eHOMO and eLUMO energies were found from the HF
optimization. Electron dipole polarizability has been calcu-
lated using the finite field approximation, the trace of the
polarization tensor has been calculated for each point.

The reaction electronic flux calculated for the reaction is
presented in Fig. 1. The variable arrangement of atoms on
the IRC is shown in five characteristic points. Within the
reaction region (limited by the points where the reaction
force constant is zero), only minor geometry change occurs,
the hydrogen moving slightly off the fluorine atom (see also
the TOC picture).

Electron dipole polarizability on the reaction path is
shown in Fig. 2. The results of quantum chemical compu-
tation for points on the IRC have been approximated by a
polynomial curve (8th degree) to produce smooth and dif-
ferentiable functions. The extreme points (maxima) have
been determined with the accuracy of this analytic approx-
imation to the computed points.

Discussion and conclusions

Two results of the present work represent a novel contribu-
tion to the reaction path analysis. The calculated electron
dipole polarizability corroborates an earlier finding of the
softest state in this reaction [8], away from its transition
state. However, the present result is obtained beyond the
limiting finite difference approximation, which was also
tested here in two typical modifications, exploring the com-
puted I(ξ) and A(ξ) results (MP2 level) or the orbital ener-
gies ε(ξ) on the HF level. The qualitative agreement
between the results of these two approaches can be
explained on the ground of the relation between the softness
(S) and the electron polarizability (αe), first indicated in the
work from this laboratory [25] and elaborated by Vela and
Gazques [18] to produce the rigorous result:

aae ¼ �S

Z
f rð Þrdr

� �2

�
Z

f rð Þrrdr
" #

: ð19Þ

This result may be reformulated by introducing the global
properties of the system instead of the Fukui function f(r) =
dρ(r)/dN: electronic parts of the dipole moment (Me) and of
the quadruple moment of the system (Qe). The scalar elec-
tron dipole polarizability is then:

ae ¼ � S

3

X
i¼x;y;z

dMe;i

dN

� �2

� dQe;ii

dN

" #
: ð20Þ

It is interesting to note in Eq. 20, that the polarizability
calculated on the IRC with no relation to differentiation over
the number of electrons N is still roughly parallel to S = (I-
A)−1, as if the variations of the electron dipole and quadruple

moments were immaterial. Theoretical result for the deriv-
ative of αe (Eq. 18) indicates, however, that this relation is
not granted, especially when softness is calculated from the
orbital energies, (εL-εH)

−1. The non-zero contribution to
dαe/dξ (Eq. 16–18) comes from atoms relevant to the reac-
tion in question: either close to the reaction center (large
field εi) or significant for the reaction coordinate (non
vanishing dRi/dξ). On the contrary, the global softness S
may be dominated by the energies of orbitals possibly
located far away from the reaction center.

Numerical result for the electronic flux (Fig. 1) com-
pared to the softness/polarizability diagram (Fig. 2) re-
veals the coincidence: electronic flux is zero at the
softest state. This is not unexpected, though never ob-
served so far. The electronic flux is zero at the chemical
potential minimum; apparently this is a property of a
softest state, not necessarily the transition state. A quick
search of a softest state is possible by means of the
result in Eq. 6 for zero flux, Fþ

x ¼ F�
x or, else, from

Eq. 14 for the softest state Fx ¼ 1
2 Fþ

x þ F�
x

� �
. The

interesting property of a softest state/zero flux is then
the reaction force independent of the moderate ioniza-
tion of a reacting system: Fþ

x ¼ F�
x
¼ Fx. Electronic flux

extremes in Fig. 1 do not coincide with kξ=0; this is
natural from the result of Eq. 12.

The theoretical result for the reaction electronic flux
demonstrates a similar feature, here even more important.
The Jξ itself (Eq. 6) and its derivative (Eq. 12) contains
contributions from atoms significant for the reaction coor-
dinate only (dRi/dξ ≠ 0); this result appears to be indepen-
dent of the applied approximation level. For the reactions in
large molecular systems calculation of the electronic flux
and its derivatives from global properties exclusively (Eq. 2)
may produce results irrelevant for the reaction in question,
when either I, or A, or both are dominated by contributions
from some far away regions in a system. The result given by
Eq. 4, even if used in the finite difference approximation
(Eq. 6), describes precisely the properties of the reaction
center, including specific contributions from the rest of the
molecule, if they are relevant for the reacting mode(d Ri/dξ ≠
0). This appears to be a superior point of view as compared to
the classical concept (Eq. 1).
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